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The Contemporary World and the
"New" Religious Consciousness
Although Christianity extended the ideal of fraternity to all mankind,
even after two millennia of Christianity. fraternity remains 110 more than
an ideal. History has witnessed the Crusades. the Atlantic slave trade,
the extermination of the native population of the Americas, colonial
oppression, the Holocaust. and much else. In the modern period, Euro
pean man came to doubt that his faith ensures the realization of the ideal
and set himself the task of achieving "liberty. equality, and fraternity"
by his own effOIts. In a long and hard struggle both liberty and equality
were achieved. but fraternity is still as remote as ever. Today it is be
coming increasingly clear that man without God. man reduced to a natural
being. is not only unable to realize his ideal but is simply doomed to
perish~and most likely at his own hands. And so man is inclined to turn
to God again, but. ...
But Christianity ""in any form" is destroyed. as Vladimir Solov' ev
already noted a hundred years ago. Divided, it remains to this day mostly
if not on the periphery then very distant from the centers of public life.
Above alL Christianity has been weakened to an extraordinary extent by
secularization. which began in the modern age and has encompassed the
entire "Christian world." Both the Schism" and the Reformation, of
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course, played an en0l1110US role in this. In addition, we cannot overlook
the grave sins of the historical Church and Christian states against mercy
and love of one's neighbor. It is also by no means a coincidence that one
of the main trends of contemporary Christian "revisionism" (both Prot
estant and Catholic) is criticism of the church for its indifference to
peoples of the Third World suffering from poverty and its accompany
ing ills, for its smugness and complacent-that is, in essence, for its
tolerant attitude to the evils of this world.
All the pathos of Solov' ev's work lies in his demonstration that con
temporary Christianity must overcome its CUiTent imperfection and re
nounce all that is temporal and inessential for the sake of its great
mission-to establish the universal church on eatth and arrange the life
of society in accordance with the precepts of Christ. This is the core of
Solov' ev's well-known idea of the theocratic system of the future, an
idea that has not been duly understood and appreciated by his contem
poraries and successors. In order to understand the thinker correctly, we
must explain first of all that he does not have in mind the church '05 politi
cal power or some other kind of power in the "here and now." On the
contrary, the philosopher criticized the Catholic Church precisely for its
excessive direct participation in the life and affairs of this world.
Solov'ev's chief idea is that Christianity in the form of the universal
church must be the true spiritual guide and moral authority of man
kind-and have power only in this sense. People must test their actions,
including political and economic actions, against the values of such a
church. "Worldly policy must be subordinated to church policy. not by
making the church resemble the state but, on the contrary, by making
the state gradually resemble the Church .... The Church must attract
and draw to itself all worldly forces, and not be drawn alld entangled in
their blind and immoral struggle.
It was precisely in connection with this belief that Solov' ev also criti
cized Orthodoxy for its alienation from the daily cares of the world and
for confining its tasks to the attainment of personal piety. "The one
sided piety of the East and the one-sided practicali ty of the West have
proved to be equally unpropitious for the deyelopment of mercy and
love of our fellow man in society. In the East we have been too preoc
cupied with dogma and ritual, and in the West with Church law and
politics.""
Indeed. one of the most important issues in Christianity is the rela
tionship within it between the "inner" and the "outer," that is, what is a
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Christian's duty not only to himself but also to the world. For Solov'ev
a Christian's duty in the world consists in contributing by every means
to the reduction of the evil therein. The Christian is obliged-ex officio,
so to say-to oppose the politicaL sociaL national, economic, and other
evils of the world.'
As a whole, the ideas of Solo\" ev and his followers. the representa
tives of Russian religious philosophy, like the theology of Protestantism,
are a revision of historical Christianity aimed at finding the truth that it
has lost. Solov'ev calls for the restoration of the universal Church, which
is absolutely necessary for the triumph of true Christianity, by eliminating
the schism and overcoming the extremes of Catholicism and Orthodoxy.
At the center of true religion must stand the idea of Godmanhood. the
unity of man with God. which was broken because of human folly. It is
the task of humanity to restore that unity; otherwise humanity is threat
ened with the kingdom of the devil or, to use the language of contempo
rary philosophy. with an "anthropological catastrophe."
It is of fundamental importance that the issue here is humanity as a
whole: the building of a Christian society by definition cannot be the
task of individual nations. especially of those that merely profess Chris
tianity but do nothing to establish a Christian order in society-a life
without war and without the oppression of man by man. Solov' ev calls
such unreflecting profession false Christianity or semi-Christianity. The
following words of his are still relevant: "Although Christianity is un
conditionally true in itself. becallse of historical conditions. up to now it
has had only a very one-sided and inadequate expression. Except for
some chosen intellects. for the majority Christianity has been merely a
matter of simple half-conscious faith and vague feeling. but has not ad
dressed reason and has not become part of reason. As a result. it has to
be confined to an irrational fom} that does not suit it and encumbered
with all kinds of meaningless trash,""
And so. as we see. our thinker is concerned, in essence. with the ne
cessity for a religious consciousness of a higher level. for a religion
appropriate to a responsible adult.
On the threshold of the twenty- first century Solov' ev's legacy is topi
cal to the highest degree, although it needs some reinterpretation. We
live in an age that with increasing frequency and justification is called
postmodemity. In the broad sense of the word, postmodemity is a mul
tifaceted negation of the modern period. In this phenomenon. it is pos
sible to distinguish socioeconomic. political. and spiritual aspects, which
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have developed very unevenly over time. I shall not go into details of
what exactly is denied. how. and in what sphere but shall try to capture
what is common to these aspects. Postmodemity is. first of all. a com
plex picture of the world. In particular. it rejects a view of the world that
is based on the ideas of the autonomy and omnipotence of reason, on the
one hand, and of the complete knowability of man and the world, on the
other hand. Such ideas. which led to the domination of rationalism and
as a result-,·-of positivism, that is. of what S. Frank ealled profane hu
manism, should be regarded as a fully legitimate and understandable
but one-sided and limited reaction to the traditionaL medieval religious
view of the world.
Characteristie of the negation of profane humanism is. above all, a
more complicated understanding of the nature of man. That is.
postmodemity gives its own answer to Kant's timeless question: what is
man') (As we recall, Kant's remaining questions-what can I know?
what can I hope for? what must I do'!-are reducible to this question.) It
is clear, therefore, that the problem of religion also appears to
postmodernity in a different guise, for it is preeisely religion that has
always offered its own solution to the question of man, in opposing or
substantiating which secular philosophy has developed. Thus, over the
last hundred years our ideas of the evil of which man and society are
capable have been greatly enriched. It has turned out. for example, that
a relatively inoffensive civilizational-cultural "centrism ,. (Eurocentrism,
ChristianocentJism) leads quite easily to connivance in monstrous crimes
against humanity. Hence too the problem of "Christianity after
Auschwitz" as the impossibility of continuing as before in the face of
unheard-of infamies, which Christians not only could not prevent but
even tried not to notice.
The problem lies in the need for a new conception of "relations be
tween church and state. a ne\:v interpretation of the connection between
the Christian and the national, and, most importantly. a new formulation
of the question of religious truth .... It is a matter of the content of the
Chlistian credo and of the associated question of the universal claim of
Christianity to express the fullness of truth, of its claim to exclude or
limit the truth of other religions and worldviews." There is a need. as S.
Lezov has put it, for "a new interpretation of the Christian,"7 "a need to
rethink [its] content, to go beyond [its] bounds. and to answer indepen
dently, at our own risk, the question of what is Christian in Christian
ity."k Thus. the problem ofreligious (confessional) pluralism must now
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be posed in a new way. Only a religious consciousness that is character
ized above all by the idea that every person, who bears the image of
God, is a value in itself can overcome crude Christianocentrism. 9
The "new" religious consciousness must also have the consequence
of markedly strengthening the unifying (in Solov' ev's sense) tendencies
within Christianity. 'The starting points of this task," Solov' ev posited,
'"must be: (I) the recognition of the essential unity of both churches in
Christ. and (2) the moral need and obligation to introduce this unity into
the purely human intenelations between the two church communities."10
It may be said that the very first steps in this direction were made as
early as the 1960s by the Second Vatican Council and in the joint sym
bolic act of revoking the anathema of 1054. The changes in the posi
tion of the Catholic Church found their expression in the appeal of
Pope John Paul II: "We cannot come before Christ. the Lord of his
tory, as divided as we have unfortunately been in the course of the
second millennium. These divisions must give way to rapprochement
and harmony: the wounds on the path of Christian unity must be
healed." II In 1994,] ohn Paul II placed before the College of Cardinals
the question of "mea culpa"-the repentance of the Catholic Church
before God and the people. In 1995. during a visit to the Czech Repub
lic, he declared: 'Today 1, the pope of the Roman Church. in the name
of all Catholics beg forgiveness for the injustices done to non-Catho
lics in the course of history."12
On the Orthodox side, notes an expert on the subject, S. Khoruzhii,
"there followed, as a rule, not only no initiatives but not even a positive
reaction to the Catholic overtures. On the contrary, the reaction was
definitely, and in some cases sharply, negative. "13 While such a reaction
is attributable in part to the historical tendency-now in the main out
lived-of the Vatican to swallow up other Christian churches, on the
whole it reflects the traditional understanding of Christianity by the east
ern churches, and in particular by the Russian church, as a "national"
and not universal religion. I.J What is more. 1 agree with those observers
to whom "it even appears that the freedom that the eastern churches
recovered after their subordination to totalitarian regimes has led rather
to a hardening of attitudes and the increase of inward-looking moods." 15
If there is any responsive movement in the East today, it is minimal.
And yet the ecumenical idea has great promise because the differ
ences of belief among the main tendencies of Christianity will in many
respects lose their significance with the transition from forms oriented
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outward to forms oriented at the inner depths of man himself. In the
face of the possibilities of man's union with God. which \vill depend
only on man himself, the things that used to divide Christians and
aroused violent passions will become insignificant historical realities,
something like museum exhibits, and even obvious prejudices of out
dated ignorance. 16
However. the historical sins of the church. its entanglement in worldly
affairs (pm1icularly. in state affairs; as is well known. this is characteris
tic of both Western and of Eastern Christianity), the secularization of
society. and the imposition of atheism are not the only basic causes of
the unsatisfactory state of contemporary Christianity. I" No less. and per
haps more. important is the dist0l1ion (or suppression) of religious con
sciousness. that is. the situation in which the historical churches impose
on people an understanding of Christianity that cOITesponds not so much
to the meaning of the Gospel itself as to historically evolved beliefs,
what Kant called "the religion of divine worship,":s It is no coincidence
that the anthropocentric traditions of European philosophical and unor
thodox Christian thought-from Luther and Kant l9 to contemporary
Protestant theology, on the one hand, and Russian religious philosophy.
particularly the philosophy of Solov' ev. on the other hand-took shape
precisely in the struggle against the "religion of divine worship."
Contemporary phi losophical work on the problems of consciousness.
in particular by the philosophy of Merab MamardashvilL which is re
lated to phenomenology. introduces some essential clarity into the ques
tion of the nature of religious consciousness and the question of divine
immanence. Mamardashvili's idea of man does not differ from that which
is common to the whole Christian tradition: man belongs simultaneously
to two worlds, the natural and supernaturaL The philosopher calls the
latter "the unknown country" and "the unseen secret homeland of any
conscious being:' "All of us," he says. "inasmuch as \ve are conscious
beings, have a second homeland, and as spiritual beings, as people, we
are its citizens:' 2o It is precisely the supernatural essence of man that
constitutes the basis of the concept of spirit, that is, of moral conscious
ness above all (Kantian reason is its analogy). Intellectual effort is a
very important component of spiritual work (but cannot be reduced to
the latter; such effort also manifests itself in understanding, which is a
wholly natural. this-worldly phenomenon. One may say that
Mamardashvili to a certain extent llses consciousness in the sense in
which we usually speak of spirit.

Central to the thinker's philosophy is an approach to the problem of
consciousness that is fundamentally different from the one usually used
in the framework of the theory of reflection. Mamardashvili repeatedly
emphasizes that if it is merely a question of reflecting the physical world,
the very concept of consciousness is supert1uous. It is characteristic of
the phenomenological approach that the role of the subject is irreduc
ible to observing the world; in knowing the world, man changes, that is,
creates it, adding thereto his own acts of consciousness. "We call con
sciousness not its conscious contents. but the el'em of the presence of
consciousness or of the subject in consciousness. Or, to be more precise,
it is the consciousness of consciousness.":1
As a result, both the world and man undergo change. And they change
fundamentally. The philosopher asselts: "Acts of this kind ... are related
to what may be called processes of structuring. Or to the phenomenon
of so-called generative structures ... \vhich, like resonances, generate
effects of some kind within themselves, but are not a reflection of the
world ... l they J are certain representations that generate within them
selves something that would not be generated ifthere were no representa
tion."22 Thus, consciousness does not simply change the world. but in fact
creates a new. human world: without true consciousness the world is un
finished: it is not a human world.
As far as man is concerned. what takes place is the following: con
scious of himself as knowing, and not simply as knowing but. as
Mamardashvili says, "as knowing [himself] knowing," he finds himself
not inside his interaction with the world, but as it were outside. "Be
cause if we were only inside the interaction," the philosopher explains,
"then we would not even know whether we have an idea."c3 This leads to
important consequences. Mamardashvili insistently emphasizes the idea
that generative structures are a kind of "packaging" inside which a mul
tiplicity of particular acts of consciousness form "layers" over primary
acts of some kind-'"some kind of primary background or stock....
This is a certain space or crucible of humanity, inside which events of a
particular kind occur, in relation to which real empirical social and
cultural structures are only concretizations. variations. semiotic cul
tural formations, and so on."24 What kind of stock is this? How is its
phenomenon to be understood?
The philosopher places special stress on the following: "in introduc
ing the concept of consciousness or the criterion of knowability ... I
find myself in the domain of something that I accepted without the need
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for an answer. because I understood that there is no need to answer this
question.... Which question'? The question of where I got the very
criterion of know ability and the forms of sensibility and understanding
derived according to this criterion. In order to say from where I got them
I would have to be in a position to compare, that is, to place one under
standing in an external relation with another understanding, and for this
a Third is needed. But there is no Third."25 That which is revealed, or
revelation, Mamardashvili defines as "the suprasensuous, the invisible."
And, relying on Kant, the philosopher emphasizes with pm1icular force
(in many of his texts): it reveals itself to him to whom it has already
revealed itself. What does he have in mind here'? Is this not a tautology,?
Yes, precisely a tautology. 'This is the fundamental philosophical move:'
Mamardashvili explains. "in which ce11ain tautologies of existence and
understanding are revealed. To know in this context means to stare at
the given for I,vhich there is no need to answer the question where it
comes from,'"2(' And so. it is a matter "not of what is seen but of what is
seen ... only to the extent that there is consciollsness of the seen or an
idea of the seen at the level of reflection. And this consciousness and act
of philosophical reflection. as a presupposition or condition of possible
empirical knowledge. are already included ... in psychology, physics.
ethics, and other sciences. That is, the very act of scientific or other
knowledge already contains within itself philosophical acts of some kind,
whether we know of this or not.
Thus, we know nothing certain about God; nevertheless, humanity
has been living with the idea of God "since the creation of the world."
The well-known example of the sun. cited by Mamardashvili. helps us
understand this. Whatever possibilities science may have had to explain
to us the reality of the earth's rotation about the sun. man's perceptual
apparatus is built in such a fashion that the image of the rising and set
ting sun has become engraved in hi s consciousness. And the human race
will always live with this image. In exactly the same way, whatever
scientific proofs may be brought against the existence of God, man has
lived and will live with the corresponding structure of consciousness.
Therefore. Mamardashvili argues, "no finite set of experiences can
explain the idea of God in human consciousness. This idea may be an
illusion, but it exists .... [We J cannot infer the idea of God (the fact of
its existence, not the object in the empirical sense of velified meanings
from the influence of the external world on the human mind, is impor
tant here) .... We can only accept them as things whose existence in
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human consciousness is a manifestation of their own action .... Where
do they come from? I assert:' the philosopher concludes. "that there are
certain limits: we shall never know this. But they distinguish us as hu
man beings:':~ inasmuch as the world is a special kind of accumulation
("packaging") of acts of consciousness. each new event in it has to a
certain extent already occurred; man. as it were. recognizes, recalls. And
so. God (the divine. transcendent foundation) is a phenomenon or con
sequence of some kind of primordial act of know ledge, a very important
structure of consciousness that shapes the life of both the entire human
race and of each individual. The aforesaid gives us an idea of how Homo
sapiens, that is, knowing man, knowing in particular good and evil. and
knowing God as a moral lawgiver, emerges.
Thus, consciousness is moral by its very nature. To understand better
the idea of the moral character of consciousness, let us recall the "prin
ciple of the three Ks," proposed by ~lamardashvili. First (the first K is
Descartes), "the world is such that at any
moment something can
happen in it only with my participation. 1 take part. as it were. in the
continuous creation of the \vorld as embodied wilL almost in the Chris
tian sense of this word:'c9 Second (the second K is Kant). man not only
can bm must take part in the building of the world precisely because he
can do so: "the fulfillment of the conditions that
meaning to our
claim (0 perform acts of knowledge, moral appraisal. and so on is al
ready. as it were, posited tacitly in advance.
To perform an act of
consciousness, according to Mamardashvili. means to exert an effort
that has a single moral-intellectual nature. Without exertion man as a
person does not exist. To be human means to be moral, to live by con
stant exertion of consciousness (spirit). It is precisely in this sense that
Mamardashvili speaks of the "labor of life," of culture being only "the
possibility of even greater culture." Therefore. if one does not do
that of which one is capable, one cannot realize oneself as a human
being. There appears, in the image suggested by Mamardashvili. a "black
hole"; "everything is inevitably filled with nihilism."" Finally, an "an
thropological catastrophe:' the collapse of civilization (first of all, of its
cultured sphere), and dehumanization (the third K is Kafka) comes about.
Thus the obvious conclusion is that the very tasks of the human race
are determined precisely by the capacity for consciousness. The matter
stands as follows: the basic Imv of nature consists in the reproduction of
life. and man is the only being (creature, in the language oftheology) on
earth capable of endangering life-the life of nature and his own life.
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This may occur as a consequence of false-amoral or immoral---con
sciousness, which. like true consciousness, is capable of changing the
world. "The devil manipulates us when we think imprecisely."
Mamardashvili said of this human predicament. It turns out that this
predicament like evil itself. is to a certain extent the price of the possi
bility of consciousness. We may say. therefore. that the evil of the world
is generated by man precisely as a conscious being. Or. in other words.
man pays for his consciousness with the alienation of his social nature.
Therefore. the task of man in the world comes down to preventing the
evil that he himself is capable of generating. False consciousness can be
prevented by only one means,-inspired thinking. In other words. man
is obliged to exert intellectual etfort in accordance with the moral law.
Thus, the very meaning of man' s sojourn on earth is given by the fact
that he can and must strive to go beyond the limits of the world. to a
place where this world is powerless.
Above I spoke of the objective necessity of the emergence of a non
traditional religious consciousness that is adequate to post
modemity-the age of more enlightened (in the Kantian sense) human
beings. We may also say that mankind faces the prospect of claiming a
content of Christianity that so far remains not fully uncovered, although
it constitutes Christianity's true nature. It seems that on the whole. Chris
tianity itself has not even recognized its nature fully. I have in mind the
significance of the decisive fact that Christianity differs fundamentally
from all other great religions in giving man the right (and obligation:) to
take pan in the creation of the world. "Christianity is just beginning,"
Father Aleksandr Men said.
Does it not follow, however. that Christianity is higher than all other
religions or that only Christianity is a religion in the proper sense of the
word? My last concem is to compare religions from the point of view of
their "truth" and to explain civilizational-cultural priorities. We should
speak rather of the presence in Christianity of some kind of hitherto
concealed ontological content that actualizes itself only outside or
"above," as it were. of local civilizations and historical religions, in
cluding Christianity itself in its historical f01111S, but invariably with their
participation. Protestant theology has made a series of important steps
in its attempts to break through to the true core of Christianity. The
other Christian churches merely have to take the same path. Their very
future depends on whether they prove capable of doing so, Orthodoxy,
for example, has so far remained deaf to the highly promising strivings
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of philosophy in general and of Russian religious philosophy in particu
lar. (All attempts to create a liberal Orthodox subculture have also
failed.)\3
Thus. if the meaning of the modem period consisted in the rejection
of religion as a mode of grasping the world as a whole. its crisis has
shown that now it is a matter of negating the historical forms of religion
that are based on the authority of a power external to man. In light of the
aforesaid. the historical churches appear as a necessary but far from
sufficient condition for the religious self-realization of man. They are
necessary inasmuch as they fulfill the tasks, so to say. of "elementary
education," when man is only mastering the three Rs and acquiring a
general idea of the essence of things, but is still very far from grasping
their true content. They are insufficient inasmuch as they remain very
far from an anthropological understanding of religion.

*
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What is striking in today" s world. if we look at it from the point of view
of morality? Where does the evil of our existence lie'? Now. on the very
threshold of a new millennium, humanity faces. as is widely acknowl
edged. extremely serious problems. Apart from the persistent defects of
social life and the already known evils of our age, our attention is drawn
especially to the dramatic situation that results from the complex inter
weaving of all possible ties between the developed and the developing
countries and gives rise to a new social quality or phenomenon that is
called globalization. At the same time. the progressivist illusions of the
"end of history." resulting from the collapse of the communist system.
and the movement (as it has turned out very deceptive) of the "third
world" toward democracy have rapidly evaporated.
Warnings of the approaching "period of global chaos. an approach
ing clash of civilizations. the movement of the world toward a new to
talitarianism or neomedievalism, the real threat to democracy from
unrestricted liberalism and market fOfl..:es"'.J ring out ever more loudly.
There are more and more pessimistic assessments and forecast:,: from
disturbing admissions that the civil society of the West is probably a
local phenomenon" to dismal statements that We are falling into the
abyss that opened up after the world of modernism collapsed and even
conjectures about a "tuming point in history" reversing the achievemenlS
of the modern period. "The encounter of cultures." A. I. Neklessa opines,
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"is taking place under the sign of social postmodemity and at the same
time probably an awakening of neoarchaism. It marks. to all appear
ances. a new orientalization of the world."'~ v.I. Maksimenko comes to
to build a global-planetary
a similar conclusion: "The forces
city state are dismantling before our eyes the concept of state sover
eignty.... All old ideas of inside and outside in politics are displaced,
confused, and rendered ineffective. This is not a movement toward a
'new world order.' but a movement from the old and quite relative order
toward a new chaos.
Globalization, however, is by no means the sole tendency of the con
temporary world. No less evident is another tendency-a tendency to
ward a certain isolation. Thus. specialists point to the fact that special
regional fonnations.
of 'social regions,' of social-regional bound
aries"lx are taking shape. In this connection. the growth of contradic
tions between civilizations is thought to be very important. Some
investigators believe that the twenty-first century will lay the foundation
for acute economic. intellectual, political, and even military confronta
tion between Western and other civilizations. Sometimes it is pro
posed that the cold war confrontation between the \Vest and the
Soviet Union will be succeeded by a confrontation between Western
civilization and the world of militant Islam,
It seems to me that so far the evidence is insufficient to prove the
decisive preponderance of either tendency. We can only be confident
that both tendencies are developing. and that they are interconnected.
However that may be. this state of affairs certainly does not permit us to
make any suppositions concerning the fate of humanity on the basis of
the experience of the developed countries alone, In the gi ven context. it
is wrong to divide the West and the non-West. Humanity is one and its
fate is indi visible.
At the turn of the twenty-first century. the developed countries have
achieved a very high level of human emancipation-a level at which the
protection of persons from manipulation and their perfection gradually
become very likely the most urgent concerns. Social. economic. politi
cal. ethnic. and international problems are either in the process of reso
lution or have already been largely resolved. Of course. the West too has
its
points: antidemocratic tendencies. the growing egoism of
the free market and the cult of individual consumption. the \videning
gap between rich and poor, the reduction of spending on education. that
is.
of investment in the future. and so on, It may be said, pcr
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haps. that a certain degradation is becoming visible in large social sys
tems. All this represents a definite threat for the future. Nevertheless, 011
the whole. society here has been humanized.
But the problem is that so far these achievements of the West have
not led to substamial positive shifts in the emancipation of non-Western
man, and there is no convincing evidence that they are capable of doing
so. In the non-West. contemporary barbarism predominates as before:
oppression, wars. poverty, and hunger. And some of its versions are COIl
nected precisely with the processes of globalization. To a large extent
this is caused by the shift in the locus of economic power from national
states to various extrastate, trans-state, and nonstate formations such as
transnational corporations. In this connection. George Soros has remarked
that now we have to speak of the threat posed to the world not by com
munism but by the latest form of capitalism. Soros has. indeed, put his
finger on a very important phenomenon. The problem is that to a certain
extent globalization reproduces on a different-higher-level those nega
tive aspects of the spontaneity of capitalist business activity that na
tional states largely managed to control by building a socio-market order
(the mixed economy). Today the global economy is dominated by the
uncontrolled forces of ultramodern capitalism. which introduce revived
forms of social Darwinism and egoism at the global level. "Economics
becomes not simply a mode of business activity, but the politics and
even the ideology of the new world .... The content of contemporary
power games, aimed ... at permanently changing sociopolitical and
economic configuration or the world and establishing a division of labor
that would ensure access to specific advantages and kinds of activity, is
changing.
The consequences of this-the expansion of poverty. the
deepening of the rift between rich and poor. the appearance of new forms
of oppression and exploitation-present a frank challenge to the hu
manized sociality that the open society of the West represents. The emerg
ing global society, as Neklessa has rightly noted. "reveals the contours
of an international oligarchic regime, which prefers to act predominantly
from a position of strength. but using means suited to the times .... This
is a matter of the direction of influel/ce on the social perspective and on
decisions taken by the international community ... that is, of the organi
cally undemocratic nature of the global polity, of its ... class charac
ter.".Jo It is no exaggeration to say that all the woes of the developing
countries are at present of interest to the West only insofar as its own
security is concerned. Not much account is taken of them on the interna
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tional scene, and there is no intention of sharing wealth with them. A
brotherly Chlistian attitude is still very far off.
Another challenge to all the achievements of the West is presented by
"the diverse. although not always clear,
of social deconstmction
and cultural entropy. An externally civilized shell conceals parasitic
mechanisms that contradict the very spirit of the modem age and gener
ate large-scale strategies and technologies: for instance, in the monetary
financial sphere."~ I
Does all that has been said provide sufficient grounds to assert that
mankind is really turning away from the aehievements of the modern
period toward some kind of lleoarchaic order? Is it, indeed. correct
to speak already of the contemporary world as post-Christian in the
sense that the two-millennia-long Christian period of history has come
to an end? It seems to me that this would be premature. that to a certain
extent the cultural-civilizational potential of the West is being underes
timated, although. of course. Neklessa's arguments compel us to con
sider again the degree to which the West intluences the contemporary
world.
The fact that the current situation hammers virtually the last nail into
the coffin of the idea of historical progress is another matter. Here, first
of all, we must talk not about the incompatibility of the theses "there is
historical progress" and "there can be no such progress" but their
complementality; that is, not only about the possibility of progress but
also about the problem of its reversibility. Indeed, the possibility of his
torical progress itself: that is, of a definite improvement of society, is
obvious. It consists of the development from barbarism to contempo
rary humanized civilization with all its achievements in human emanci
pation. But the whole problem is that we have no grounds to consider
such progress irreversible. As a result of all the aforementioned causes,
sociality may well lose its humanized character. In this sense the his
torical tum Neklessa speaks about is quite possible,
There have been times in the twentieth century when it seemed that
the \vorld was falling into the abyss, when words about "the decline of
Europe" sounded like a fulfilled prophecy. Spengler pronounced these
words after World War I, for the first time putting into serious question
all the achievements of the "age of reason." The turning point almost
came in mid-century: let us imagine the future that would have awaited
humanity in the event of defeat of the Western democracies in World
War II. Let us recall 1940: Britain, close to exhaustion, is fighting Hitler
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alone. Almost all of Europe is under the heel of the Third Reich. and in
the East its new ally. the monstrous and expanding Stalinist state. cher
ishes its plans for world revolution as it builds up its army and creates
the most up-to-date armaments. In Africa we find fascist Italy; in Asia.
expanding Japanese militarism. In the United
after alL isolation
ism might well have won out and Stalin could have joined-at least as
a maneuver-the anti-Comintem pact. Thank God. the "historical turn"
did not take place then.
Nor is it ruled out in our day. albeit, as we have seen, fur different
reasons. We should be clear that if the emerging global community does
not manage to overcome the rising spontaneous antagonisms and if the
archaic relations of domination, subjugation, and oppression come to
predominate in the world, then such a "tum" really will take place and
will lead to the dehumanization of society and. finally, to barbarism,
especially in view of the fact that all this is occurring and will occur
under conditions of the systemic crisis of human ci vilization (see the
works ofN.N. Moiseev). Will humanity survive under these conditions?
Hardly. Nevertheless. today we do not have sufficient grounds to regard
the processes in question as irreversible. This would repeat the errors of
those who have already predicted the "decline of Europe" many times.
It is not worth asserting our headlong fall into the abyss and the collapse
of the humanized world. Contemporary thought has established quite
clearly the probable character of the development of both the biosphere
and society. and therefore categorically negati vistic ex pectations are just
as vulnerable to criticism as unqualified progressivist ones.
Yes. mankind's choice of that path which is predetermined by the
godlike nature of man himself is by no means guaranteed. First of all, of
course, this i~ due to the possibility of false consciousness. And there
fore it is especially clear that the time in which we live urgently de
mands true consciousness. genuinely independent moral thinking and
action. How then should we act? Which path leads to a truly humanized
world? The history of mankind shows that this path passes through the
law-governed state and civil society, through what is now called the
open society. Are other paths possible?
The crisis of the modem age is often taken as evidence for the objec
tive necessity to form a different system of values. Moreover. the advo
cates of this point of view look with interest and hope to the sociocultural
realities of non- Western civilizations. Such realities may be defined. for
example, as "invariants of the Eurasian fate." Thus. it is precisely with
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these invmiants that A.S. Panarin links his expectations for the resolu
tion of Russia \ current difficulties: '·If ... postmodernism is a serious
solution on the part of contempormy civilization, which has arrived at
the necessity of asceticism, that is, of self-limitation in consumption
and technology for the sake of preserving nature. culture. and morality.
then we may expect the rehabilitation of non-European cultures. which
will become up-to-date and prestigious once more."+2 True, I do not un
derstand on what grounds Panarin links the recognition of the necessity
of self-limitation with non-European cultures. His statement, of course,
is based on purely ideological declarations. which are so characteristic
of the nOI1- Western world. In my view, we should speak rather of the
understandable dissatisfaction of that world with the limitations, first of
all in the sphere of consumption, that are objectively conditioned by
its position in relation to the West. It is precisely the West that has to
give thought to self-limitation. But, however that may be, a clear-cut
opinion has been declared and an equally clear-cut position in relation
to it is therefore required. one that leaves no room for any ambiguity
or vagueness.
Yes, indeed, parting with the modern age (the world of modernity)
cannot but mean definite changes in our value system. However, very
diverse conclusions can be drawn from this circumstance. It is one thing
if we intend to leave behind the commercialism inherent in bourgeois
society by which I mean the predominance of interests of material ad
vantage and consumerism. and another thing if we have in mind. as we
did in the first half of the twentieth century, the rejection of the "purely"
liberal model of the state in favor of the "social" state, which exists in
all developed countries and significantly constrains the spontaneity of
strictly market relations between labor and capital and the resulting fOlTIlS
of alienation.
But it is often assumed that the transition to postmodernity also means
that both the law-governed state and civil society have exhausted their
potential. Moreover, hopes for the emergence of a new "truly human
ized" society are strangely linked with this exhaustion. H However, the
only true and comprehensible alternative to the world of human free
dom can be the world of unfreedom in whatever guise anti-Westernizers
may present it to us: in great-power Eurasian (neopagan or quasi-Oltho
dox), Islamic fundamentalist, or vaguely "East em" dress with an em
phasis on the ontological harmony of man and sociality. In the final
reckoning, all these constructs come down to the necessity for man to be
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swallO\ved Up by one or another form of collectivity (from the state to
the nation), which in tum proves to be an emanation of power. Those
who are inclined to hope for the future emergence of new values of
some kind should not forget that any rejection of such universal human
achievements as civil society and the law-govemed state can only lead
to a new oppression of man. And in the given case. the position of a
broad spectrum of nationalist and outright fascist forces, which quite
consciously link their social ideal precisely with unfreedom. appears
very logical and indicative.
Humanity is one in the sense that the open society-as an ideal
knows no boundaries. It is, of course, a long way from the ideal to uni
versal reality. However. mankind has already taken the first steps on this
long road: In the middle of the twentieth century. through the mouth of
Westem civilization, it declared the fundamental and unconditional pri
ority of human rights. And even if the West itself has repeatedly justi
fied accusations of inconsistency. even if the work of the United Nations.
which was created to secure these rights. remains extremely defective.
the word has been spoken and today one can hardly find a govemment
on the face of the earth that openly denies that priority. It is one thing not
to observe human rights and even deliberately to violate them and a
very ditferent thing to dispute their unconditional bindingness.
Of course, much more remains to be done, if mankind consciously
wishes it.
I shall not d\vell on the ways and means by which the world, led by
the developed countries, might be able to make real progress toward
overcoming underdevelopment and humanizing the entire world com
munity. This is a special question. I note only that the creation of the
United Nations as a supragovemmental organization may \vell be re
garded as a prototype for future collective efforts to create one or an
other form of "world government." One of the primary tasks of such a
"governmenf'-speaking, of course. quite hypothetically-would be to
bring the spontaneous processes unfolding in the global economy under
control and to establish a certain balance between economic and non
economic relations. In other words. what is needed is a reorientation of
values similar to that which took place in the twentieth century (and is
still taking place) with the suppression of capitalist anarchy by the na
ti onal state.
It is under these conditions that the role of the "new" religious con
sciousness becomes especially obvious. By virtue of its universal char
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aCler, the latter can provide the value basis for denying tbe necessity
(the reality and rationality) of the neoarchaic world order. The universal
eharacter of this consciousness is expressed in an approach to the prob
lems of tbe contemporary world that is based on the originally Christian
understanding of man-of any human being on earth-as a value in
itself. free, autonomous, and equal, created in the image and likeness of
God, and capable of uniting with Him. The idea of man as created in the
image and likeness of the Almighty, as a being with the capacity of
becoming like Him and, in essence, obliged to strive for this throughout
his life imposes quite definite requirements on social life, which are
based on the idea of the dignity of man precisely as a godlike being.
These requirements exclude the possibility of any kind of oppression of
man. By virtue of his very nature, man cannot be a means to the attain
ment of any goal, even what appears as the noblest goal. The only role
that is predestined for him is that of being a subject; that is, a free and
autonomous builder of a world in the process of humanization. It is only
from this stmting point that it is possible to fill with tmly human content
the processes that are no,v unfolding within the framework of the global
ization of the economy. politics. and-more broadly-society as a whole.
If we acknowledge that the creation of the open society is a desirable
goal for mankind, then we must also understand very clearly that this
task cannot be accomplished without a renewed religious conscious
ness: all its sense and nature are directed precisely to this end. And here
a question arises on which I would like to dvv'ell in greater detail. Are
there any reasons to hope that man will come to a correct understanding
of his tme tasks; that is, that there will be a demand for such a con
sciousness? Yes, there are such reasons, but only to hope. Man really is
free (in the philosophical sense of the word) and false consciousness is
quite capable of misleading him ultimately not only to a human but also
to a planetary catastrophe. In partieular, I see the possibility of such an
outcome in the victory of the historically shaped forces that deny the
principle offreedom in the probable conflict of civilizations. And a con
flict between the West and the 11011- West, should it come to pass, will
amount in the final analysis precisely to a stmggle between the prin
ciples of freedom and unfreedom. We should not be deceived by the fact
that on the surface motives of another kind--economic, national, politi
caL and so on,-always appear.
What is more, it seems that the probabilistic character of the fate of
man is determined to no small degree by the very fact that he possesses
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consciousness. no matter how paradoxical this may appear. The point is
that if we consistently uphold the phenomenological understanding of
consciousness then we have to recognize that true, not false, conscious
ness is identical to creativity: it changes the world. It is the uncovering
and realization of the possibilities that nature and socialization give man,
and it is directed toward the all-sided overcoming of the evils of this
world. And for man such evils include (besides, of course. all kinds of
natural phenomena J all conceivable types of alienation-~when virtually
any human activity gives rise to results that are alien to man. This may
be said even of art: the "sick" spirit, to use S. Bulgakov's expression,
produces only v.,'orks that oppress man. works directly hostile to his di
vine-human potential. We hardly need to speak of society.
From all that has been said we can conclude at least that conscious
ness as such by providing the foundation for alienation raises obstacles
on the path to spiritual transformation.
To answer the question of how well founded are our hopes to over
come false consciousness, we must also explain what exactly we have
in mind when we speak of spiritual transformation and the emergence
of a new man. The point is that such tasks are often incorrectly linked to
the Christian idea of the coming of the Kingdom of God, which is
antinomian by its very nature. But this kingdom has no temporal dimen
sion. As Berdiaev wrote. "it is always a fourth dimension by compari
son with the three dimensions of history.... The new life, the new world
is the kingdom of divine truth; it belongs to eternity and not to the future
in counterposition to the past." 4 ' Yes, man is capable of becoming di
vine, and then another. higher world opens up to him, but this does not
at all mean that he will remain there forever and that the gates will stay
open, This is a breakthrough that is possible only as a consequence of
unceasing spiritual exertion, a constant spiritual feat. As a rule. it seizes
hold of man (if it does so at all!) for a short while only. In other words,
the Kingdom of God can be both gained and lost here and now, and this
is true of all times. At the same time, the understanding of the Kingdom
of God is apocalyptic. It is connected with the idea of the end of the
world, when "a new earth and a new heaven" will appear, and for this
reason man in general has no right to claim certain knowledge of them:
he can have such knowledge only of his own world.
So here we should speak not of the "last" but rather of the "next to
last." It is precisely in this capacity that humanized society appears. In
other words, if it is possible to speak of any objective goal of the devel
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opment of society, then that goal is a highly cultured society, a goal that
is attainable in principle but devoid of certitude in the distant future.
Thus, we have to speak in relative, not in absolute tenus. What is more,
if we accept the idea of the unity of mankind as a spiritual subject and
proceed from an understanding of history as an attempt (by no means
necessarily successful) to break through into an unknown new world,
then we shall have to agree that spiritual transformation cannot be just a
goal in itself. Indubitably, it has a higher absolute goal-divinization.
At the same time. it cannot but have a relative meaning as well, since
man himself is relative. a being with two natures. This meaning consists
in the fact that spiritual growth and the approach to the absolute must be
accomplished (and are accomplished) also within the limits of this world.
which inevitably stamps the this-worldly, emthly features inherent to it
upon any such transformation. The spiritual development of man. there
fore. must not be under'itood as the desirability of supplanting his own
natural principle. The spirit exists in the body. Therefore, when we speak
of spiritual transformation we must have in mind only the establishment
of a kind of necessary balance between the two existing principles, a bal
ance that will vary. sometimes strikingly. from individual to individual.
Indeed, for people are in the highest degree unequal beings. They are
unequal both in abilities and in physical and mental health from birth.
Later. acquired inequality is added on--by upbringing, education, and
so on. Unto old age. life experience merely accentuates such differences.
Therefore, it would be quite wrong to demand equal capacities for spiri
tual growth from people. Here the matter stands otherwise: to whom
more is given, from him more is required. Spiritual transformation in
general does not presuppose that everyone will have reached any spe
cific level. This level is always different in different people.
This consideration turns out to be very important when we approach
sllch a phenomenon as the contemporary mass society of the West.lt>
Here. of course. we find a large difference in spiritual development be
tween the masses and the cultural elite, The spiritual and intellectual
makeup of the average person in mass society does indeed present a
sorry picture. In light of what I have said. however, this by itself does
not provide any grounds for denying the spiritualized and humanized
character of such a society. The main thing is that the social system here
corresponds most closely to the Christian understanding of the dignity
of man, It is precisely (and only~) in this sense that we must speak of the
desirability of Westernization.
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Now that contemporary Western civilization has demonstrated the
extent to which the main historical forms of alienation-the opposition
of the objectified results of man's own activity to him-can be either
overcome or mitigated. the salient issue becomes man's need and duty
to overcome himself as an exclusively natural being and increasingly
realize himself as a spiritual being. This need, of course, is not produced
by any causes extemal to man. This really is a matter of his free will. In
other words, hist0l1cally man can exist more or less tolerably even at a
low level of spiritual development. The need of which I speak can be
formed only by culture and upbringing.
The considerations cited determine the meaning of the concept of
spiritual transformation and provide, it seems to me, an answer to the
question about the prospects for true consciousness. \Ve can speak here
only of a probable and very ambiguous process. But. for all that.l would
like to reply \vith full confidence to the question whether man is capable
of overcoming the possibility of his own false consciousness. in other
words, whether he is capable of enlightenment: yes, he is! Under this
one condition. that in all his actions. public and private. he will be guided
by the imperatives of the new religious consciousness. But how is this to
be secured? From the beginning. after all. man has been equally in
clined to good and to evil. ... There is only one answer here: by means
of upbringing. The upblinging of man, first of all by the family and with
the broad participation of a reformed, universal, ecumenieal church. the
task of which, in the words of the Catholic thinker N. Lobkowitz. con
sists in "always being there, responding to our daily needs, finding fit
ting answers to new questions, and not imposing itself."47 This. of course,
will require every conceivable assistance from the state and from one or
another version of "world government." We must strive to establish a
kind of "trichotomy of 'religious institutions-the state-civil society ...
lin whichJ the chureh (or, more broadly, religious institutions), the state.
and civil society are complementary and interpenetrating but not equiva
lent or interchangeable facets of the same human fates, both individual
and collective.'q, All this represents a critically important new task for
mankind, which it will have to comprehend, elaborate, and fulfill in life
to avoid the human catastrophe. Will it accomplish this task?
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